Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today’s online seminar.

1. Develop opportunities to build constructive debate.
2. Address peer-to-peer contexts.
3. Develop a successful/risk-taking approach which promotes collaboration and consensus.
5. Define Position Leadership.

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is ________________________________

Your name is ________________________________
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today’s online seminar.

- Practice positive leadership strategies
- Need help with the step after the positive leadership that being no results or no change.
- Start to think of new ways to address issues in a different more positive way; as I needed reminding of positive approaches.

I’ve not really had many issues considering the large # of people who work on campus.

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is [handwritten]: Louise Barbato

Your name is [handwritten]: Myriam Levy
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today's online seminar.

I don't know. I frankly don't have problems of diversity on campus. I'm surprised when I hear that many here see it as a problem. I've seen differences of opinion but only once seen real incivility.

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is ____________________________

Your name is, ____________________________
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today’s online seminar.

By addressing issues sooner rather than later with a systematic approach involving the entire faculty where you have each one bring a hard copy idea & hand by difficult situations. Then role play or have role play to model the desired behavior.

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is ________________________________

Your name is ________________________________
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today's online seminar.

at my next store managers meeting, I will add collegiality as an agenda item. "What does this mean to us all?" & "How we may implement this definition to our meetings?"

most important question: do we practice collegiality to our students, though we are all students of life & learners, our students are looking to us (educators) for leadership.

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is leadership team, collegiality team, president.

Your name is Zoila R. Doucette
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today's online seminar.

I really liked having a college-wide effort. In this way, departments can promote and embrace collegiality.

I liked addressing non-collegial behavior using gays, but leadership finding ways to change behavior using the assets of the college.

I agree you need to praise the "follow me, good behavior." Don't go to ineffective strategy too much.

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is ____________________________

Your name is Monte Perez
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today’s online seminar.

Learn the difference between negative and positive leadership approaches. Find resources to solve the problems.

Negative Bias and Positive Bias

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is ____________________________

Your name is ____________________________
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today's online seminar.

Suggest in MISSION

STATEMENT - COLLEGIATE

SERVICE

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is______________________________

Your name is__________________________________________
Critical Reflection Worksheet

Please describe how you might implement some of the ideas from today's online seminar.

[Handwritten text: Through Department Meeting, periodic departmental newsletter, posting position and affirmative affirmations, making part of departmental code of ethics. Exchanging ideas, sharing in some cases “culture”, developing collegial customer service, open-ended inputs for our expectations within the discipline. Doctor Leadership, redesign and rework for department mission statement, all departmental. Maintains a positive attitude, ask for input training as a faculty and department chair. Additional training: taking the humanistic view, as well. The thing I can work on is to be more positive feedback, skill work as a member.]

Is someone on your campus collecting these ideas? If so, the name/email address of that person is: Michael Allen, VPFA. 

Your name is: [Handwritten Signature]
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